Wiki Tip - Use the People Directory

The People Directory is only available to users after login. It is not freely available to people not signed up for the PIUG wiki or indexed by search engines.

Click on the drop-down icon to the left of the search box in the global header and then click on People.

The People Directory is also accessible from the PIUG Space tab in the main menu system after login. Under Key Resources, click on People Directory.

In either case, use a right click to open the People Directory in a new browser tab; see Wiki Tip - Right Click on Drop-down Menus and Other Links.

Here is an abbreviated screenshot of the desktop version:
**Search** among all people or only those that have their own personal spaces, a members-only privilege.

**Hover over the user’s name link** to see more options:

*Click on the user’s name link to open the user’s Dashboard*, which contains information about or links to the user’s profile, personal space, wiki activities, membership in team and committee spaces, and generally whatever contact or personal information that users wish to provide, such as personal photo, phone number, employers and the like. There are lots of examples available through the People Directory.

You may create a network of users that are important to you or follow individual colleagues. See the Confluence Network Overview page for more information.

None of this personal profile information, not even the email address, is available to search engines or casual browsers because access is requires login to the wiki,.

PIUG members may create their own personal wiki spaces. Some useful information is available on the Confluence Create a Personal Space page. Users may set their personal spaces to be open to the public and search engines without login, or they may restrict them to PIUG members by requiring login.

**In the Mobile version**, the people directory is available from Users in the left-side navigation panel.
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